
David Bowman’s space odyssey to Saturn back in 2001, on board the Discovery, was famously 
unsuccessful. Since then, he has continued to have a bad track record for reaching his destination. 
Several years later, after patching things up with his former nemesis, the A.I. HAL 9000, the two made 
plans for lunch. Yet “Dave” never showed up or even returned any of HAL’s text messages.
(This puzzle requires location-specific information.)
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Dave? Time is $. Found a street whose name describes how to MOVE along it.

Feel like I’ve been waiting 10^999 years. Checked the ROAD immediately
behind the statue. The Little Piggy Who Went Here... was not named Dave.

Arrived North Station! Checking out Portal Park nearby. The FULL SIGNATURE 
on that hockey sculpture makes me want to grill him for details. Writing this 
down!

Hello, Dave. Would you like a HAPPY APPLE? I’m pacing along *just* such a
road. It leads diagonally from the garden.

Circling back to write down the FIRST NAME of the poet quoted on the Tip
Diamond. #suchafontofwisdom

Going back to the root route. Starting from the garden end, walking past
another water route & the first right after that is OWNER MOUNT.

Excessive delays. 100% typical. Pacing the road furthest from the Tip.
Amusing myself by calling it the ROOT ROUTE.

Bowman? Where U @? Wandered diagonally towards Love and Joy. Found a
WOMAN’S NAME on the map, which contains a second woman’s name.

I’m sorry, Dave. I’m bored with waiting. That diamond poet’s LAST TWO
NAMES kind of sound like a show where mansion staffers review restaurants.
(With that I shall sign off. Maybe next time...
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